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Traded back to her white relatives, Rana Michaels, a
young woman who was kidnapped and raised by Sioux,
vows to slay the handsome white man escorting her back to the white world, before returning to her
people. Reissue.

Reviews of the Sweet Savage Heart by Janelle Taylor
Bloodhammer
I am so pleased with this book, even though it had a few swear words like B, SOB, it didn't go
overboard with them. I must compliment you on the way you explained the sexual scenes, VERY
tasteful! Nothing vulgar or disrespectful, they were handled the best way possible and was a
pleasure to read. If more authors would follow your example I'd read more. I'm looking forward to
reading the next book I have and hope it's as well written as this one is. Thank you so much!!!
Kigul
ms. Taylor is a master writer and never fails to deliver great books and this is no exception. Read
and enjoy. You will soon become hooked and read all of her works as I have done.
Zeli

This was sure a good story. Could not put it down. Characters were so strong and caring and the
love scenes were so sweet and tender.
Ustamya
The Gray Eagle Series Istarted reading in the 1980's. This series and the original paperbacks Istill
have although yellowed with time. Really a wonderful author and very talented.
HappyLove
This was by far the best book ever. I truly enjoyed it. It was a long story that took its time but it was
also not rushed.
Wild Python
This was one of my absolute favorite historical Indian romances as a young woman! Still love it today
20 years later!
Skillet
Excellent book!! Started reading the book and couldn't put it down! It made me buy the next sequel;
can't wait to read that one too!!
SHE TRIED TO ESCAPE HIM...
Kidnapped when she was a child, eighteen-year-old Rana Michaels couldn't imagine any life other
than her carefree existence among the Sioux. Then the white man Travis Kincade appeared in her
camp, and the flame-haired beauty's peace was shattered forever. His emerald eyes seemed to strip
away her doeskin dress; his virile physique was destined to touch her passion's secrets. But when he
traded a few trinkets for her freedom, Rana voewed to slay him before returning to her people . . .
even if it meant denying herself the exquisite release only he could ignite within her!
HE SWORE TO TAME HER...
From the moment jet-haired Travis gazed upon the supple young maiden, he knew he had to possess
her in every way. Her uninhibited ways stirred his blood as never before; her untouched curves
begged him to intiate her into ecstasy. The arrogant Texas rancher realized there would be an all-out
war between them as he forced her from buckskins and barefeet to satin and slippers, but he was
confident that one day soon the paleface savage would run eagerly into his arms, provoking his
desire with abandoned kisses, satisfying his needs with her SWEET SAVAGE HEART!
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